APPENDIX D4

Cambrian Park Plaza Signage - Peer Review

July 11, 2016
Mr. Robert Salisbury
County of Santa Clara, Department of Planning and Development
70 W. Hedding Street, East Wing, 7th Floor
San Jose, California 95110
Re: Cambrian Park Plaza Signage – Peer Review

To Mr. Salisbury:
I write on behalf of the owner of Cambrian Park Plaza (“CPP”), the purpose being to address the
historic resources record entitled Historical Nomination of the Cambrian Park Plaza carousel
sign at 14900 Camden Avenue, San Jose, Santa Clara County, California; Brunzell Historical,
June 6, 2016 (hereafter Carousel Sign Nomination). There is evidently enough popular interest
for the CPP pylon/carousel sign (the “CPP Sign”) to be proposed for promotion to the standing
of historic landmark. The salient question isn’t whether the CPP Sign is popular, but whether it is
historically significant. In my expert opinion, the answer to that question is “no” and which is
based on extensive research that concludes:
• The CPP Sign was erected c1959 and was the third, not the original CPP sign.
• While substructural elements of the c1959 CPP Sign appear to remain, important elements
of the CPP Sign have been replaced and altered, likely in 1994 including its primary-most
elements – its CPP signage and its carousel; and
• The CPP Sign had no impact on later buildings and does not contain distinctive
characteristics of any important historic architectural period.
Moreover, the one existing feature of interest is the carousel, yet which has not only been
changed – again presumably in 1994 – but whatever association the original carousel had to the
CPP has been lost, as there is no evidence of its design origins or original design intent. As it
exists today, while the CPP Sign retains some of its original characteristics, its original design,
materials, workmanship and association have been altered. Thus, the existing CPP Sign does
not convey a potential historic character or meaning and therefore lacks sufficient historic
integrity and age to qualify it as a historic resource.
Specific evidence of the 1959 CPP Sign are limited to two 1959 photos, both from the same
perspective – the Union Ave. sidewalk looking east – and in which about half of the original
carousel characters are visible. A comparative and current photo approximately replicating the
original perspective provides detailed evidence that subsequent changes to the CPP Sign were
more than cosmetic (figs.1-2).
The original exterior signage features that evidently remain are limited to the sub-structural
elements, including the underlying backing of the panels; the raw, serrated vertical wood edges;
to parts of the carousel; and the sheet metal cladding at the based of the central pylon. The
latter element clearly presents the case that simple repainting can have a substantive effect, in
that the original pylon cladding was painted to have a rustic wooden character, which was a
detail tying the CPP Sign to the CPP itself, yet which has been lost by repainting.
Another evident difference between the 1959 and existing CPP Sign is the signage. Originally,
the signage was neon backed on panels differently configured than what now exists. The
original and traditional script font has been changed to a stylized block font within a
contemporary and illuminated signage unit. The current sign also does not contain the same
language as the original sign. The original sign stated, Cambrian Plaza Shopping, while the
current sign states Cambrian Park Plaza and contains an additional informational sign panel.
The c1994 signage is also backed with sheet metal panels, which overlaid the 1959 signage
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backing, and which covered up and thus further altered the rustic character of the 1959 sign
while also changing the form of the sign by eliminating the canted bottom, visible in the 1959
photos. These signage alterations in and of themselves greatly altered the CPP Sign.
Another obvious feature of the CPP Sign that has been altered is the carousel. The apron of the
carousel has been removed; the apron gave the c1959 CPP Sign a more rustic-wood-like look
than the current version of the CPP Sign. Moreover, detailed comparison shows that the
carousel figures themselves have been altered. The characters that existed in 1959 remain in
part, yet they are painted differently and some of their forms have clearly been altered. For
example, the characters that precede and follow the bicycle, while apparently original in part,
have several clear differences in overall shape. And repainting also updated the characters and
objects. For example, characters of color were introduced and the bicycle appears to be painted
to represent a mountain bike. This change in design motif provides further evidence that the
CPP Sign was recently altered, and that doing so erased the 1959 characters.
In sum, based on site visits and the 1959 images, it is clear that the lettering, panel backing,
brick basin and planter, and possibly some of the carousel characters were replaced, possibly
as part of the work authorized by the 1994 sign replacement permit, indicating that much of the
CPP sign is less than fifty years old. Although the Carousel Sign Nomination indicates that a
sign replacement permit could not be located, based on the review of numerous permit records,
the date at which the sign was replaced and altered has been identified as 1994, when a sign
replacement permit specific to the overall CPP (rather than to a specific store) was issued (see
attached permit).

The Carousel Sign Nomination concludes that “paint on metal would not last 65 years without
being refreshed, so the carousel’s repainting can be considered an expected alteration
(analogous to replacing a worn out roof) that does not negatively affect integrity.” Rather, as
stated above, the primary features of this CPP Sign appear to have been replaced and
altered, not merely repainted. Replacement and alteration necessarily impact the integrity of
historic materials, design and workmanship. Moreover, as demonstrated, repainting has in
fact altered the overall design character of the 1959 CPP Sign.
While the Carousel Sign Nomination acknowledges the consequential loss of the neon, stating
that the “removal of neon lettering is a significant alteration that has negatively impacted the
integrity of the resource,” the Nomination does not identify the other material losses and
characteristic changes. The overall extent of change to this sign must be taken into
consideration for an effective evaluation.
Finally, whatever association the original carousel had to the CPP has been lost, as there is no
evidence of its design origins or original design intent. Beyond its original signage function, the
association of the CPP Sign to the CPP has been severed via the above-described alteration of
architectural characteristics that formerly allied the sign design with the design of the shopping
center itself. In addition, any association with a CPP tenant or site feature also has been lost.
One possible original association may have been an on-site playground or toy store or, perhaps,
an actual carousel. But there is no evidence of any such association, as no playground or
carousel appears in an overall 1960 aerial photo. Another suggested possibility is an
association to a cake baker. Yet, again, there is no evidence of any association between the
CPP Sign, and specifically its carousel, to an on-site bakery.
Thus, the CPP Sign appears to lack sufficient historic integrity to be a historic resource, and key
elements of the CPP Sign are less than fifty years old.
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Fig.1 – Cambrian Park Plaza – View of pylon sign, 1959
Fig.2 – Cambrian Park Plaza – View of pylon sign, 2016
(courtesy Sourisseau Academy for State and Local History, Arnold Del Carlo Collection)

1. Construction Chronology

The CPP was not completed in 1953-1954 as reported in the Carousel Sign Nomination.
Building permit records, historic photos and historic USGS maps clearly show the chronology of
construction of the CPP (figs.3-7). The original building was the western leg, which dates to
1953-54. The turned knuckle at the northwest corner of the central building followed, dating to
the c1955-56 period, along with the rear addition to the original, western leg. The rotated
northern leg was added c1959-60, completing the core building of the CPP. Based on a 1968
USGS map, three of the existing freestanding buildings were added along the Camden Ave.
frontage during the latter 1960s (fig.6). The fourth freestanding building was added between
1973 and 1980 (fig.7).

Fig.3 – Cambrian Park Plaza – Aerial, c1956
Fig.4 – Cambrian Park Plaza – Aerial, c1960
(courtesy Sourisseau Academy for State and Local History, Arnold Del Carlo Collection)
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Fig.5 – Cambrian Park Plaza – USGS Map, 1961 (north is up)

Fig.6 – Cambrian Park Plaza – USGS Map, 1968 (north is up)

Fig.7 – Cambrian Park Plaza – USGS Map, 1980 (north is up)

2. CPP Sign

The historic photos of the CPP in the Arnold Del Carlo Collection (housed at the Sourisseau
Academy for State and Local History) appear to have chronicled phases of the CPP as they
were being completed. Based on the actual sequence of construction and historic photos,
including two of the CPP Sign specifically dated July 15, 1959 (fig.1), the CPP Sign may
therefore be dated to 1959. Importantly, two other CPP signs preceded it: an original pylon sign
located at the southern end of the Union Avenue frontage, built c1954; and a monument sign
located in the middle of the Union Avenue entry drive, added c1956 (fig.8).
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Fig.8 – Cambrian Park Plaza, c1960, original c1954 pylon
sign (circled at bottom right) and c1956 sign (circled at
middle left)

One of the photographic images in the 1956 article is of the original, low, freestanding Cambrian
Park Plaza monument sign (fig.9). As is evident in those c1956 images, that sign stood not at
the roadside or entrance to the CPP but in the middle of the central entry drive off Union Ave. It
was a low sign in character with the ranch-like architecture of the CPP. How long it lasted is not
known but, even though the newer CPP Sign had since been erected, that original sign is again
depicted in a 1963 advertisement (fig.10) and is the sign most representative of the CPP in that
period.

Fig.9 – Cambrian Park Plaza – Monument sign, c1956 (from
Cambrian Weekly News, June 14, 1956)

Fig.10 – Cambrian Park Plaza – 1963 Advertisement (from
Cambrian Weekly News)

3. Architectural Period/Style

In the Carousel Sign Nomination, the assigned architectural period/style is “Roadside
Vernacular,” though that designation is without attribution. In the San José Modern Context
Statement, which is appropriately referenced in the Nomination as the local and applicable
historic context statement, no such distinctive architectural style is identified for the San Jose
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environs. The closest relevant style to the label “roadside vernacular” is “Googie” (San José
Modernism, pp.83-84) and under which two of the three photographic examples are distinctive
roadside signs, neither of which are representative of the design of the CPP Sign. Nor is the
distinctive Googie style applicable to the CPP Sign, as the primary character of the Googie style
is “space-age” design that incorporates abstract, curvilinear, stylized, sweeping and soaring
shapes and lines.
The original c1954 CPP sign, like the buildings of the CPP, was modern yet traditional, in that
the design is of the Modernist architectural period (broadly, c1930-c1970) yet carries forward a
ranch-like aesthetic. In short, the architecture of the original CPP sign may best be labeled
Ranch-style Modern, the primary characteristics of which blend Modern architectural uses and
forms – the modern shopping center set amidst parking lots, and the long and low building
massing – with rustic and semi-traditional architectural elements, in this case timber and wood
elements that evoke a California ranch.
According to San Jose Modernism, the ranch styles identified as distinctive to the period –
specifically, Tract Ranch and Custom Ranch – are exclusive to residential development. The
application of the traditional yet modern ranch style to the original sign is therefore without
distinction in its post-war commercial context. Further, the CPP Sign had no impact on later
buildings and does not contain distinctive characteristics of any important historic architectural
period.
While the feeling of the 1959 CPP Sign partly remains, while it appears to be in its original
location and retains some original elements, the CPP Sign has been substantially altered both
in terms of its materials and its design elements. As noted in the Carousel Sign Nomination, the
neon was an element distinctive of its period and that performed an important function for the
shopping plaza because it would have made the plaza visible to motorists, especially at night.
The loss of that neon is, in and of itself, obviously significant.
Given the extent to which the original sign materials and design have been altered, the CPP
Sign does not embody design, material or construction distinction relative to the historic context
or period in which the CPP was developed. Additionally, whatever association the carousel
design had to the CPP has also been lost. And given the identified recent age of the majority of
the elements of the CPP Sign, including the basin and planter, signage backing, signage, and
decorative motifs, including of the carousel, it does not have the potential to embody the
distinctive characteristics of a historic period.
4. Evaluation vs. Nomination

Finally, the language of the Carousel Sign Nomination is often the language of advocacy rather
than evaluation. There are numerous textual examples that indicate the report is not an
evaluation (for example, use of the words “iconic,” “stylish,” and “fashionable”). In addition, the
title states that it is not a Historic Resource Evaluation but a Nomination. That title bluntly
acknowledges the purpose of the report and may explain why the report assumes the CPP Sign
is at least 50 years old and maintains sufficient integrity to be a historic resource. However, as
explained above, research indicates that a substantial portion of the CPP Sign was replaced in
1994 and that replacement has adversely impacted the integrity of the CPP Sign.
Signed:

Mark Hulbert

Preservation Architect
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Cambrian Park Plaza – Sign replacement permit, 1994
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